BRAARC Club Net Preamble
This is _(your call sign)____ requesting the use of the Big Rapids Area Amateur Radio Club repeater
for the purpose of operating a communication net for all appropriately licensed amateur radio
operators in the repeater area in West Michigan. This net operates every __________ evening at
_______ p.m. for the purposes of fellowship, passing on club news, and items of interest to the
amateur radio community. This is a directed net, with all calls being directed to the net operator,
unless instructed otherwise. Is there anyone listening who needs to use the repeater for another
purpose, such as auto-patch or priority traffic? If so, please feel free to do so at this time.
This is _(your call sign)____ net control. Listen for any response.
Hearing no response, this is _(your call sign)____ the name is _(your name)____ and I'll be serving
as your net control operator for this evening's net.
To begin the net, let me ask if there are any mobile check-ins, or others who need to check in and out
quickly because of time constraints? When you do check in, please give your call-sign twice, slowly
and clearly, second time phonetically, and please also give your first name. Write down check-in’s
call sign and name on form. If there are no mobile / short time check-ins skip to regular check-ins.
This is the list of mobiles and/or short-time list calls that are handled first. Read back call signs and
name then ask if there are any corrections to the list of mobile and/or short-time check-ins?
Now, we'll move to regular check-ins. When you do check in, please give your call-sign twice, slowly
and clearly, second time phonetically, and please also give your first name. If you'd like to join us as
a regular check-in, please call _(your call sign)____. Write down check-in’s call sign and name on
form. This is the list of regular check-ins. Read back call signs and name then ask if there are any
corrections to the list of mobile and/or short-time check-ins?
Are there any announcements for the net? Obtain the club announcements from www.braarc.net or
the current news letter. Read announcements.
Tonight’s topic is _____________________. If you do not have a topic, ask the participants for a
topic. Give your thoughts on the topic and then move to each person in order of check-in. After each
participant’s statement feel free to comment or just move on to the next one on the list. Every 15
minutes or so ask for additional check-ins. Don’t forget to ID every 10 minutes! At this time I would
like to ask for any additional check-ins. If there are any add them to the list. Return to the topic with
the next participant on the list.
After all participants have given their comments ask … Does anyone have questions regarding the
topic tonight, questions about amateur radio or any technical questions? After questions have been
answered conclude the net.
I'd like to thank everyone for checking into this evening's net. We had a total of _______ check-ins
with _______ participants including myself as net control.
Does anyone have any questions regarding the announcements made earlier?
Please join us on next Tuesday evening at 9:00p.m. when _(call sign and name of the next net’s
control operator)____ will be conducting the net.
At this time, I will return this repeater to its normal operation. This is _(your call sign)____ clear of
repeater net operations. 73 and good evening.
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